
Meditation
Oil 
53x73cm      € 2895

Kristin Dijkman

‘Thirteenth Floor‘
 Kista Science Tower

1 - 31 October 2015

PAINTINGS
drawings

(Behind closed doors - 13th floor)

Nude with Red Shoes 
Oil
79x59 cm     € 3905 

Nude - Lively 
Legs
Chalk drawing
44x62    € 725

Afrodite
Oil
78x59 cm     € 3185        
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My mission statement:
Recognition is an important need that lies deep within 
us humans. Even infants are able to recognize their 
mother's face and signal this recognition with facial 
expressions and body language. I choose to express 
myself figuratively, so my audience may experience 
the touch of recognition. All of my life I have been 
fascinated by how the great masters painted. For me it 
is natural to learn from them and build on that 
knowledge.
I choose to convey themes that invites to reflection. 
The topics I choose in my art are given to me by life 
itself.  Through imparting what is perceived, it is 
easier to touch others.
I paint people's character and inner qualities, 
conveying the material they are made of, finding the 
characteristics of the persons and showing what their 
expressions and moods tells me. I become like a 
mirror to my subject, but what I paint is also a mirror 
for those who watch and are touched.
                                                   Krtistin Irén Dijkman

Nude-Sitting
Chalk drawing
60x45    € 725

Nude - Lying 
down
Chalk drawing
44x62     € 725

Nude with Hat
Chalk drawing
43x58    € 725 

Nude-Sleeping 
Chalk drawing   
33x62    € 655

INFORMATION & FÖRSÄLJNING

Kenneth Engblom
0708 -178 183
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Life Struggle
Oil
48x59 cm  € 2170

Liberation
OIl
70x49 cm € 2170   

Summer
Oil
63x42 cm  € 1735

Enigmatic
Oil
59x59 cm € 3615

The Shadow
Oil
50x41 cm     € 435

Powerlessness
Oil
62x50       € 2170

FrauenPower II
Oil
51x43 cm       € 510

The Black Night
Oil
43x51 cm       € 655

Young Man with 
Blushing Cheeks
Oil
58x49 cm     € 5065

Winter
Oil
63x42 cm  € 1450

Brilliance
Oil
48x68 cm     € 5785

Wondering
Oil 
44x34cm      € 2605


